Nanoscale spectroscopic mapping is an integral part of nanomaterials research and development. Aberration corrected transmission electron microscopes are able to focus the electron beam to a sub-Ångstrom probe paving the way for sub-nanometer analysis, but spectroscopic mapping of the desired elements within the same degree of magnification often leads to structural damage caused by the high electron dose of the finely focused probe [1] . Direct electron detectors (DED) have been adapted for electron energy loss spectroscopy in place of the conventional indirect detectors that are based on charged coupled device (CCD) cameras and enable low dose spectroscopic mapping at nanoscale [2] . Direct electron detectors count single electrons and eliminate the step of photon conversion resulting in improved detective quantum efficiency (DQE) coupled with superior signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Combining these characteristics with faster readout speed, the DED-EELS is a powerful tool for mapping beam sensitive species at the nanoscale [3, 4] .
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In the present study, the quality of Na (Z=11) distribution on the Al2O3 was studied. Na was used to modify the alumina and uniform distribution of the Na is required for better performance. The Na loading was determined to be around 15 wt. %. By means of imaging, it is impossible to distinguish Na species from the underlying alumina. In order to assess the Na distribution at the sub-nanometer scale, chemical mapping of the material was done using three different configurations available on the aberration corrected FEI Titan 80-300kV transmission electron microscope at the operating extraction voltage of 300 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy data was collected by using ChemiSTEM™ (4 SDD detectors in the Super-X™ geometry). The electron energy loss spectroscopy was performed using Gatan's Quantum ® Imaging Filter either using the conventional CCD or the direct electron detector (K2). Na and Al EDX maps were acquired with 1μs dwell time using KA line for Na (E=1.040 keV) and K line for Al (E=1.487 keV). The maps showed uniform Na distribution on the alumina for acquisitions where the pixel size was larger than 1 nm. For acquisitions with sub-nanometer pixel size, the Na species were mobilized by the electron beam resulting in the displacement of Na species out of the alumina ( Figure 1A) . CCD-EELS maps were collected with 50 ms dwell time at the Na K edge employing an electron dose 5 times lower than the one used for EDX. Again, the electron beam has swept the Na species to the side ( Figure 1B) . Lastly, DED-EELS was used at an electron dose 10 times lower than the one used for CCD-EELS and with the dwell time of 2.5 ms/pixel. This time, Na was mapped without being mobilized for sub-nanometer pixel size and the resulting maps showed uniform Na distribution over the alumina ( Figure 1C ).
This study was one of the many examples where DED-EELS makes a difference in the characterization of industrially relevant materials. Additional examples will be discussed including DED-EELS characterization of carbonaceous species on beam-sensitive industrial zeolites.
